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Abstract
The monitoring of a computer network is often challenging. On one hand, monitoring of every node and link
gives us all the needed information. On the other hand,
this approach generates huge amounts of data that need
to be collected, analyzed and processed. In our work,
we propose a monitoring model based on a selection of
critical nodes in the network. The network monitoring
can be applied only on a subset of network elements and
therefore reduce the amounts of monitored, collected and
processed data. Our proposed solution was verified in a
simulation environment of Matlab R2018b. The testing
shows that with monitoring of 64% of all nodes in the
network we are able to gain 86.7% knowledge of all network elements. In terms of artificial traffic, we proved the
reduction of 15.7% - 57.4% of bandwidth consumption in
simulated SDN topologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Networks]: General; C.2.1 [Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design; C.2.3 [Networks]: Network
Operations
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1.

Introduction

Accurate knowledge of the status of the network is the
most vital information for a network administrator. Upto-date information about the traffic load, performance
parameters or potential problems is crucial for everyday
operation of the network. Monitoring of multiple network
parameters on every link or node might create an issue,
mainly in large and dense networks [1]. Time needed for
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measurement, collection and analysis of data may be too
long compared to rapidly changing network conditions.
The results might be outdated and selected reaction not
adequate [2].
The new concept of networking brought by SDN changed
also the approach to network monitoring [3]. The standard monitoring solutions designed for traditional IP networks are often not flexible enough to cover new opportunities of SDN architecture [4]. With the expansion of
network scale grows the amount of data needed to be measured, collected and analyzed. In the context of SDN the
performance of the controller itself can become the bottleneck of the requirements [5].
In our work we focus on problems in performance monitoring in large networks – both traditional IP networks
and SDNs. Our goal is to propose a novel monitoring
model, which could provide necessary information about
the network status, while lowering the monitoring overhead and computational complexity. With the approach
of selecting only important nodes for the monitoring we
propose a solution to lower the amount of artificial traffic
needed for monitoring and therefore fasten the collection,
analysis and decision making.
The structure of this extended abstract is as follows. We
present existing monitoring solutions for traditional IP
networks as well as SDNs in the second section. The
third section is dedicated to the proposed solution and
used methodology. The evaluation and testing results are
described in the fourth section. Last fifth section contains
the conclusions of our work.

2.

Related Work

In the following sections we provide an overview of the
current state of the art in the area of network monitoring in general and in the area of SDN monitoring. The
problems and complications known in traditional IP network monitoring appear also in the monitoring of SDNs.
Furthermore, new challenges are rising in SDN, where the
solutions and approaches need to be adjusted due to different network architecture and principles.
All of the analyzed proposals to network monitoring have
one common feature – the need to find a balance between
monitoring all details in the whole network and keeping
the monitoring overhead low while obtaining necessary
information about the network status. Applying monitoring to every network element may become an issue,
mainly in large networks. Increased CPU overhead on
the monitoring nodes, higher bandwidth utilization and
huge amounts of monitored data increase the time and
costs for the monitoring [6, 7].
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Traditional IP Network Monitoring

We can distinguish two main categories of network monitoring – availability monitoring and performance monitoring. The first is concerned with the accessibility of
the network devices such as application servers while the
second type of monitoring deals with the network performance parameters on the network links and nodes, such
as available bandwidth, delay, jitter or packet loss.
For both types of monitoring there is number of existing solutions on the market, such as [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
These systems differ in depth of the analysis, features
and graphical representations of the monitored data. Along with these “standard” solutions there are many new
approaches being proposed by the academics.
In the area of availability monitoring researchers address
various challenges such as heterogeneity and complexity in large size industrial networks, inefficiency of troubleshooting or need for a centralized monitoring solution.
Authors in [13] proposed a novel and flexible monitoring
solutions based on existing Nagios software. Authors in
[14] focused on the collection and visualization of important information that characterizes the functionality and
operating conditions of the network and network services.
The monitoring of device performance is crucial in the
network along with the status and health monitoring. The
question of performance monitoring is widely analyzed in
the academic field, covering different areas of application.
The common challenge, however, still remains - the possibility to monitor the network effectively, accurately and
flexibly.
The question of QoS monitoring was analyzed and new
approaches were proposed by authors in [15, 16]. Another area of interest is focused on monitoring of traffic
flows in the network. Authors in [17] address the problem of local traffic monitoring overloads, publications [18,
19] proposed a parallel monitoring of flows to measure
end-to-end delay in the network.

2.2

ly; an interesting flow monitoring scheme is described in
[23] where a new polling mechanism called poll-some is
introduced. As compared to the two existing mechanisms, poll-single and poll-all, poll-some aims at collecting the
statistics of multiple not-yet-covered flows at a switch.
Monitoring a large number of nodes can generate unsustainable loads on the central controller due to the increasing amount of measurement traffic converging to it [24].
To overcome this problem authors proposed number of different distributed solutions of the network monitoring: a
distributed controller scenario was proposed in [25] which
tries to minimize the measurement overhead, message interactions and CPU utilization on the SDN controller;
in [24] the authors introduced a configurable interface
for the synchronization of monitoring data between local managers operating within a distributed management
environment.

3.

• network topology which models the real network
• user input such as type of NPPs (network performance parameters) to monitor

SDN Network Monitoring

The new concept of networking brought by SDN changed
also the approach to network monitoring. The SDN architecture provides new possibilities to measure various network parameters, monitor link failures or topology changes.
OpenFlow managed nodes usually report their status periodically to the SDN Controller. Furthermore, the Controller can request specific information such as flow statistics, interface statistics, etc.
The standard monitoring solutions designed for traditional IP networks are often not flexible enough to cover new
opportunities of SDN architecture. This drives a huge
number of academics into research in this area.
Authors in many publications addressed the challenges
of QoS monitoring in SDNs: [20] proposed a passive approach to bandwidth measurement utilizing existing OpenFlow messages; [4] analyzed the possibilities of latency
monitoring and potential bottleneck of the SDN controller,
while proposing an optimization algorithm to reduce the
time needed for delay measurements; [21] proposed a twoway link-level packet loss measurement solution using active measurement.
Traffic flow monitoring in SDN is challenging as it requires to install an entry per flow in the flow tables of every switch and the controller might become a bottleneck.
Many researchers focused on this area and proposed novel
solutions: [22] proposed a flow monitoring solution with
classification where the measurements are maintained in
the switches and are sent to the controller asynchronous-

Proposed Solution

The goal of our work was to design a new network monitoring model which will select the key network elements
and identify their relationship with the rest of the network. The network monitoring can be then focused on
these identified parts of the network instead of the whole
network. In the end, the proposed model will provide information about all network elements without the need
of extensive network monitoring. In result the proposed
solution will cause less monitoring overhead, while still
receive all needed information about the network status.
Less bandwidth usage and less monitored data to be analyzed will provide faster decision making for the network
manager and more available bandwidth for the end users.
An overview of the proposed model structure is shown in
Figure 1. The primary input for the model consists of:

The primary input will be used for the calculations in our
model. The calculations will produce following primary
outputs which are also used as secondary inputs for the
proposed model:
• identification of the important elements which should
be monitored
• identification of the influences among network elements
The monitoring probes will be set to the identified important elements. Values obtained by monitoring together
with the identified influence will result into NPP values
estimation on elements which are not monitored.

3.1

Selection of Critical Nodes

The proposed approach lays in identifying set of critical
nodes which will serve as main sources of monitoring data
in the network. Overall network status will be calculated
and estimated based on information gathered from these
critical nodes. The identification of critical nodes is based
on weights we assign to each node and link. The weight
of node np is defined in Equation 1 and it is statically
assigned based on the status of the node. The weight
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• f represents the objective function - sum of all node’s weights as described in Equation 3
• x represents the decision variable - node’s weight wn
• intcon specifies the components of x that are integer
– all of the nodes are integer variables
• b represents the constant vector for the inequality
constraint – described in Equation 7
• beq represents the constant vector for the equality
constraints – not used, empty vector
• A represents the linear coefficients for the inequality
constraint – described in Equation 7
• Aeq represent the linear coefficients for the equality
constraints – not used, empty matrix
• lb, ub represent the lower and upper bounds of the
decision variable – lower bounds set to edge nodes,
upper bounds set to all nodes in the network
Figure 1: Proposed model structure.

x(intcon)



A.x ≤ b
T
minf xsubject
Aeq.x = beq



lb ≤ x ≤ ub

of link lij is defined in Equation 2 and it is dependent
on the weights of nodes a, b which are connected by this
link where node a represents the source node and node b
represents the destination node of the link.
(
1 for critical node
wnp =
(1)
0 otherwise

−2.wna − wnb ≤ −1

3.2
wlij = wna + wnb /2

(2)

The goals for the selection of critical nodes are:
• minimize the number of selected critical nodes
• maximize the number of links with full knowledge
• cover all links in the network (no link can be left
unmonitored)
Although an optimal solution for critical nodes selection
can be found easily for small networks, it can be, however,
a serious time-consuming and resource-demanding task
for larger networks. Therefore, we formulate this problem
as a multi-objective optimization problem consisting of
two objectives as described in Equation 3 and Equation
4 and one constraint described in Equation 5.
(
S
X
∀wn
are integer
min
wnp subject
(3)
∀n
∈
N
p=1
(
∀wl
max
wlij subject
∀l ∈ L
i,j=1
S
X

∀l ∈ L : wl > 0

are integer

(4)

(5)

We used Matlab integer linear programing (intlinprog)
function to solve the multi-objective optimization problem. The function as described in [26] finds the minimum
of a problem specified by Equation 6 where f , x, intcon,
b, beq, lb, and ub are vectors, and A and Aeq are matrices:

are integers
(6)

(7)

Bandwidth Utilization and Packet Loss Calculation

With the critical nodes identified we can apply the network monitoring on the most important parts of the network. The results of NPPs monitoring will be combined
with identified influence among the network elements. For
the calculation we create set of equations and inequalities
based on the following assumptions:
• packet loss on link can be expected if the link’s load
has reached the value of link’s bandwidth
• the amount of incoming traffic is equal to the amount of outgoing traffic and packet loss for every node
• the traffic flow entering the node via interface i must
be forwarded out via another interface
• the amount of traffic flowing through a link cannot
be greater than the links’ bandwidth
The number of equations is dependent on the density of
the network. Equations are created for each node separately and for each possible path combination through
the node. The inequalities are created for each link in the
network. In general, the set of equations and inequalities
are depicted in Equation 8 and Equation 9 respectively.
∀np ∈ N : ∀lip ∈ L : LDlip =

S
X

LDlpj + P Llpj ; j 6= p

j=1

(8)
∀lij ∈ L : LDlij ≤ BWlij

(9)
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4.

Results

Our proposed solution was verified in a simulation environment of Matlab R2018b with the Optimization toolbox
installed and in a virtual machine with Ubuntu operating
system. We created five testing topologies and for each
one we created three versions with different characteristics to represent sparse, medium and dense networks. For
every combination we decided to calculate with four different setups regarding the number of edge nodes. With
this approach we created 60 different network setups on
which our proposed solution was tested as described in
Table 1.
The verification of our proposed solution was divided into
three sections:

randomly. The results of the testing scenarios for every
testing topology are shown in Figure 5. “Calculated loss”
represents the exact value of packet loss calculated by our
model based on information from monitored critical nodes
and network topology. “Estimated loss” represents an estimation of packet loss with lower and upper bounds. The
average knowledge about the bandwidth usage and packet
loss in the network was 86.7%. We didn’t find any correlation with specific network type, network size or number
of edge nodes in the network.

• selection of critical nodes
• calculation of bandwidth usage and packet loss
• application of acquired results into SDN scenario

Table 1: Parameters of Testing Networks
Number of edge nodes
S
avg(d)
2
S/4
S/3 S/2
2.3
1
8
3.3
2
2
3
4
4
2.4
2
10
3.2
2
3
3
5
4.2
2.3
3
12
2.8
2
3
4
6
3.8
2.3
4
20
2.9
2
5
7
10
4.2
2.3
5
30
3.1
2
8
10
15
4

Topology

The validation results for selection of critical nodes are
depicted in Figure 2 – Figure 4. The proposed model
took into consideration all possible combinations of the
edge nodes. We focused on the number of selected nodes
in different networks and the influence of various network
characteristics on the final number of critical nodes. The
results are represented in percentual values where 100%
defines all nodes in the network.
The average amount of needed nodes for effective monitoring is around 64% of all nodes in the network. This
shows 36% reduction of needed network nodes for overall monitoring, not depending on the size of the network
as described in Figure 2. The density of the network slightly influences the amount of needed network nodes as
described in Figure 3. Figure 4 depicts the direct impact
of number of edge nodes on the amount of needed network
nodes.
The packet loss calculations were done on the same topologies as the testing of critical nodes selection. Ten scenarios of traffic flows for each of the networks were created and the bandwidth usage and potential packet loss
was calculated. For each scenario different set of sourcedestination pairs for traffic flow was used and different
amount of data was transferred, each of these generated

Figure 2: Nodes for monitoring per testing topology.

Figure 3: Nodes for monitoring per average node
degree.

Figure 4: Nodes for monitoring per number of
edge nodes.

For every testing scenario used for selection of critical
nodes we created an SDN topology with Floodlight controller using OpenFlow 1.3. We simulated monitoring of
interfaces on each network node and compared the results
with monitoring of selected critical nodes. Figure 6 shows
the results per testing topology. It is obvious that the
amount of artificial traffic is not dependent on the size
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Figure 5: Packet loss calculation.

Figure 8: Artificial traffic per number of edge nodes.

5.
of the network since the average amount of monitoring
traffic is lowest in the biggest topology. The test results
grouped by an average node degree of the network, depicted in Figure 7, show that the growing density of the
network results in a higher percentage of needed artificial traffic. Figure 8 shows the results of testing grouped
by the number of edge nodes in the network. As expected, the amount of artificial traffic needed for monitoring
grows with the number of edge nodes in the network.

Figure 6: Artificial traffic per topology.

5

Conclusions

The goal of our work was to design a novel network monitoring model to lower the monitoring overhead in the network while getting the overall knowledge of the network
performance parameters. The proposed monitoring model analyzes the network, relationships among its elements
and selects the most important elements. The selection
is based on multi-objective optimization problem solving.
The main objective was to cover all links in the network
while positioning the monitoring probe at as few nodes as
possible. The network monitoring may be then applied
on much smaller number of nodes and links which will, in
turn, decrease the amount of time and resources used.
The functionality of proposed model was verified in simulation environment of Matlab R2018b using 60 different
network topologies. The results show that the number of
nodes needed to be monitored ranges between 50-86.7% of
all nodes in the network. The exact number is dependent
of the density of the network and on the number of edge
nodes. The possibility to calculate the remaining information about non-monitored elements was tested on ten
different test scenarios for each of testing topologies. The
average amount of calculated knowledge about the bandwidth usage and packet loss in the network was 86.7%
while the remaining 13.3% were correctly estimated with
lower and upper boundaries set. The amount of needed artificial monitoring traffic ranges from 42.6% up to
84.3%. The bandwidth consumption is therefore lowered
by 15.7% - 57.4% which can be considered as a significant
reduction of bandwidth consumption.
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